Get
hooked!

Bass occur in rivers and dams in all nine provinces
of South Africa. They are voracious predators and
offer great sport on light tackle. Bass fishing is a
good introduction to the sport because it’s fun
and inexpensive – to start with at least!

With our extensive coastline and river
network, South Africa is an angler’s dream.
But different fish require different gear.
Here’s your guide to getting started.

Nothing says “summer holiday” more than sitting on a
windswept beach, getting sunburnt and stinking of redbait and pilchards. It’s much more fun when you catch
something! The ocean is huge and mighty – you need
tackle to match it.
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A bass rod must be lightweight and
you must be able to accurately throw
a plastic worm or lure 20 – 30 m. Most
importantly, the rod must be sensitive
enough to detect even the most
subtle takes.
This two-piece, 7 ft rod does all that
at a very reasonable price, especially
considering that the one I tried came
with a free lure. It’s made from 24-tonne
carbon and features good quality
guides (or “eyes”).
R300 from Sensational Angling
Supplies sensationtackle.co.za
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2 Shimano Sienna 4000FD reel

1 Daiwa Sealine 30 reel
You can’t skimp on a rock-and-surf reel:
You need something that will take a
thousand beatings and still come back
for more. Daiwa is one of the most
trusted names in the business and the
Sealine “baitcaster” is their workhorse. A
baitcaster is a bugger to cast at first, but
once you get the hang of it you’ll never
look back. Get the guys at your tackle
shop to set it up for a beginner and take
a few deep breaths before each cast.
R1 100 from The Kingfisher
kingfisher.co.za

2 Adrenalin Surf Master

Rod (14 ft)
You need at least a 14 ft rod to cast a big
6 oz sinker in a strong wind. This one
from Adrenalin is the cheapest “proper”
rod on the market. It’s a three-piece
with an extra tip section for slightly
lighter sinkers. The extra tip is handy if
you break the heavier tip.
About R900 from Adrenalin Fishing
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1 Sensation Bass Zone
Evolution rod (7 ft)
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ROCK-AND-SURF FISHING

Turn this knob to
increase or reduce
the drag.

BASS FISHING
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4 Kingfisher Giant Abrasion
11,5 kg line
3 Rod bucket
Put one of these around your waist to
support the butt of your rod while you
wait for a bite. When you’re fighting
a monster, it’ll allow you to put more
pressure on the fish.
R65 from Tuckers Tackle
tuckerstackle.co.za
adrenalinoutdoors.co.za

For surf angling, you need line that
is strong and abrasion-resistant. This
entry-level line is both. Get your tackle
shop to load about half the 600 m spool
onto your reel and keep the other half.
R80 from The Kingfisher
kingfisher.co.za

5 Hooks, swivels & sinkers
Depending on what you want to catch
and where you’re fishing from, there

are thousands of rigs to choose from. If
you’re just targeting whatever’s swallowing your bait, use the stuff pictured.
About R65 for the whole lot, from
Tuckers Tackle tuckerstackle.co.za

6 Sensation fillet knife
You’ll need a fillet knife, a bait bucket
and a cutting board. It’s worth spending
some money on a decent knife. This
one is flippen sharp and has a sheath,
a built-in sharpener and a hook
sharpener. Bargain!
R45 from Sensational Angling
Supplies sensationtackle.co.za

A coffee-grinder reel will never let
you down, especially one made by
Shimano. The Sienna might be their
entry-level offering, but its smoothas-silk mechanism will withstand years
of abuse. You can set it up for either
left-hand or right-hand use and it has
a simple but effective drag system.
The 4000FD is big enough for estuary
fishing (rinse it thoroughly after any
saltwater excursion) – if you only want
to catch bass, get the 2500FD.
R305 from Rapala VMC
rapalasa.co.za

3 Fun Tackle 36-piece

bass kit
Plastic worms are to bass what
impala are to lions. This starter kit
includes grubs, worms, lizards and
frogs, plus hooks, sinkers and even
a couple of spinners. It comes with
instructions, too.
R90 from Sensational Angling
Supplies sensationtackle.co.za
gomag.co.za
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Sensation Extreme
tackle bag
When you start out, 50 bucks
will get you a box big enough
to carry your lures. But once the
bass bug has bitten, you’ll soon
find yourself needing to carry
more and more. This custombuilt tackle backpack has
compartments for hundreds
of lures, plus an insulated spot
for your lunch and a padded
pouch to protect your reel. It’s
also a great tackle bag for rockand-surf angling.
R800 from Sensational
Angling Supplies
sensationtackle.co.za

1
This lure came free
with the rod.
Dragonflies
R50 from
Adrenalin
Fishing
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4 Adrenalin 6,4 kg line
You lose fish with cheap line, so it’s
worth spending a little bit more. This
line is still affordable and there’s more
than enough on a 600 m spool for you
to replace your line a few times.
Once you’re a bona fide bass fisherman, splash out on braided line. At a
starting price of R400 it’s not cheap,
but it lasts longer and you can fit more
line onto a small reel.
About R45 from Adrenalin Fishing
adrenalinoutdoors.co.za

5 Landing net
Most fish are lost right at the end of the
fight, especially by beginner anglers.
Why not eliminate the hassle with this
landing net? It’s knotless, which is better
for the fish, it’s lightweight and it’s big
enough for most bass or trout.
R100 from Tuckers Tackle
tuckerstackle.co.za
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Fishing GEAR
FLY-FISHING
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CARP FISHING

Fly-fishing has a snooty reputation,
which is unfair. There’s lots of skill
involved and the fishing locations
are often incredible. You can catch
bass, yellowfish and a whole host
of saltwater fish on fly, but trout is
still the main target.

There’s nothing quite like
sitting in a comfy camp chair,
beer in hand, waiting for your
“policeman” (a neon strike
indicator) to bob and all hell
to break loose as a 20 kg carp
takes your mieliepit and heads
for the hills.
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1 Xplorer Procast II Combo
4
Flick this lever up to
override the drag.

1 Fun Tackle Blaster

rod (10 ft)
When you’re fishing for carp, you need
to be able to cast far (100 m+) and
accurately. Hence the reason you need
a 10 or 12 ft rod. This two-piece stick
has more than enough power and an
extra-long butt to bring a big fish to
the bank. And at less than R400, it’s
a steal.
R360 from Sensational Angling
Supplies sensationtackle.co.za
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2 Alcedo Black Run 7010 reel
Although this looks like an oldfashioned coffee grinder, it’s actually
a “baitrunner” – an extra lever overrides
the drag system and lets the line run
freely, even when the big silver arm
is down. This means the carp can run
with the bait for the few seconds it
takes you to put down your drink and
get out of your chair. Without this
function, your rod would go flying into
the water and you’d spill your Amstel.
Alcedo is an Italian brand and the
Black Run is solid for its price. It comes
with a spare spool.
About R 350 from Adrenalin Fishing
adrenalinoutdoors.co.za
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3 Adrenalin 3,6 kg line
Carp fishermen use very light line
so they can fit hundreds of metres
onto a fairly small reel. They can
get away with such flimsy stuff
because the long rods they use
absorb most of the power exerted
by the fish.

About R30 from Adrenalin Fishing
adrenalinoutdoors.co.za

4 Hooks, bait, lotions

& potions
The carp section of a fishing shop
is a very strange place. Flavoured
mielies share shelf space with

dough mixes and dehydrated corn
kernels. Countless books have been
written on the topic of carp bait – I’d
recommend asking at your local
tackle shop for advice. Failing that,
the stuff pictured is a good start.
About R150 for the lot, from Tuckers
Tackle tuckerstackle.co.za

There are some budget rod-and-reel
combos that I wouldn’t touch, but
this one from Xplorer is excellent. The
deal includes a rod, reel, line and an
instructional DVD.
Rods come in 2/3 weight (for
streams), 4/5 and 5/6 weights (for
dam and lake fishing) and 8/9 weight
for estuary and bass fishing. There’s
quite a bit of flexibility in the deal: You
can choose how many reels you want
and how good you want them to be,
and you can select floating, sinking or
intermediate line.
If you’re a beginner after trout, I’d
choose a 5/6 weight rod with a basic
reel and a floating line. If you can spare
another R250, throw in an extra reel
loaded with a sinking line for some
versatility. The four-piece rod I tested
cast smoothly and the line was good.
It had almost no “memory” – when
it bunches up on the water and gets
tangled. The rod is made in SA, so it’s
easy to replace a section if one breaks.
For saltwater fly-fishing, you’ll
need to upgrade the reel. Salt is cor
rosive and fish like garrick (leervis) are
so strong they’ll cause a normal trout
reel to seize up.
From R1 100 for a freshwater
combo; from R1 900 for a saltwater
combo, Xplorer Fly Fishing
xplorerflyfishing.co.za

3 Snowbee polarised
sunglasses
Polarised sunglasses are
essential for any type of fishing
as they cut out the surface glare
and allow you to see what’s
happening under the water.
Choose a wrap-around pair
that fits snugly – that way they
won’t allow light in at the sides
and they won’t fall off when
you’re peering off the edge of
the jetty at Dullstroom.
R110 from Tuckers Tackle
tuckerstackle.co.za
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2 Flies
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Sensation foldaway net

Sensation Evo swing stand

A net is essential for carp fishing,
because the fish are so big and the
line is so light. This one is big enough
for a monster and long enough to
land a fish with a 12 ft rod. It folds
away nice and small.
R215 from Sensational Angling
Supplies sensationtackle.co.za

Often you’ll have to wait for hours
for a carp to bite, and your rod must
remain perfectly still. For that reason,
a stand is an absolute necessity.
This one is made up of two separate
stands and has space for five rods.
R175 each from Sensational Angling
Supplies sensationtackle.co.za

Although most fish are caught under
the water on sinking flies, you’ll want
a few “dry flies” too. Ask your tackle
dealer for advice. If he looks at you
blankly, you can’t go wrong with a
bunch of woolly buggers in olive,
brown and black.
R6 each from Tuckers Tackle
tuckerstackle.co.za
gomag.co.za

Columbia Henry’s Fork III vest
This vest is designed by fishermen, for
fishermen. With space for three large
fly boxes (or two boxes and a spare
reel), plus loads of line, tippet material
and other gizmos, it’s an absolute
pleasure to wear. It dries quickly, too.
R900 from Columbia
columbiasportswear.co.za

Nearly all the tackle for this feature (except the Adrenalin and Columbia stuff) was
supplied by Tuckers Tackle in Diep River, Cape Town ( 021 715 5626). The prices are
Tuckers’ prices. Buy from a specialist tackle shop because the guys there know what
they’re talking about.
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Gear my stuff

The leervis tamer
David Humphriss is the man behind the counter at Tuckers Tackle in
Cape Town. He’s been fishing since he was five and he’s tried his hand
at everything from carp to shark fishing, but his first love is fly-fishing.
I never travel without… There’s always a
fishing rod in my boot. I also can’t go without
my Lifeventure 1 ℓ coffee flask and my
Leatherman Micra, which I use for fishing,
motor mechanics and DIY stuff.
Favourite fishing item? I love my Crown flytying vice – there’s nothing more satisfying
than tricking a fish into taking a fly you’ve
tied yourself.

Biggest waste of money? I have a collection
of Duo hand-painted Japanese lures that are
far too beautiful to use and have never been
near the water as a result.
Best local fishing spot? Some evenings
I fly-fish for leervis (left) in Zandvlei, near
Muizenberg. The biggest one I’ve caught
weighed 21 kg and I landed it at the braai
area in amongst the evening dog-walkers.

Gear WISH LIST

You’d be lost
without one
Garmin’s latest and greatest hand-held GPS, the Oregon 650, will keep
you on the right track whether you’re deep in the Groot Winterhoek
Mountains or trying to find your mate’s house in Durban.
What is it? It’s a hand-held GPS with more bells
and whistles than a float at the Rio Carnival.
It’s about the size of a point-and-shoot camera
and it’s designed for hiking, biking and other
self-propelled endeavours. Although it does
have street maps and automotive navigation, it
doesn’t give voice directions. If that’s a priority
for you, check out Garmin’s Montana series.
Why would you want it? For me, the best
thing about it is the 8-megapixel camera
that allows you to tag photos with GPS coordinates. Just take a snapshot of the spot
where you caught that massive trout and tell
the GPS to take you there next time you go
fishing. The touch screen is as responsive as an
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iPhone’s and easier to read in bright sunlight,
and it uses both GPS and GLONASS satellites
so it has better coverage in deep canyons
and caves.
Verdict? If you regularly do multi-day hikes
or bike rides, this is an indispensable tool,
especially considering you won’t have to pack
a camera. I’d rather buy one of these than a
GPS watch – it’s only slightly more expensive
and although it’s bigger, it’s easier to use and
it can do a lot more.
R5 800 (without maps) from Garmin
garmin.co.za
– Nick Dall

